are you...

Would you like:
To receive feedback specific to your immediate needs (curriculum change, teaching models, instructional strategies & approaches, programs, processes), to spend one-to-one quality time being reflective, engaging in substantive conversation around your work, to become more confident in embedding “the new”?

**Solution:** pedagogical coaching

Would you like:
Focused professional learning in a broad range of engaging topics from which you can personally choose, to work at your own pace when and where it suits you, to receive constructive feedback as you proceed?

**Solution:** stand-alone, single-unit online modules – “Learning Spaces” – application and embedding coaching options also available

Would you like:
Focused time spent entirely on reviewing and analysing your unit plans, to embed new learning into planning, to work one-to-one practising your skills and receiving constructive feedback, to engage in professional dialogue as goals are identified and pathways forward are found?

**Solution:** pedagogical coaching
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